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Description

Platforma.bio is revolutionizing the
approach to computational biology
analysis, making it more accessible
and intuitive for researchers around
the globe. As part of
MiLaboratories, the creators of the
renowned MiXCR framework, we
constantly bring innovation and
excellence in genomics analysis.
Trusted by over 1,000
organizations, including the bulk of
Big Pharma, our software is always
at the forefront of scientific
research and development.  

Information

Deadline: 2024-07-31
Category: Business
Province: Bizkaia

Country: Basque Country
City: Bilbao

Company

MiLaboratories

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functionsMain functions

Role Overview: You will lead a team of talented frontend developers, guiding the design, development, and implementation of our
platform's user interface, as well as our SDK. Your leadership will ensure that our platform meets the high-quality standards our users
expect. Key Responsibilities: To lead, mentor, and grow a team of frontend developers To collaborate with cross-functional teams,
including bioinformatics developers, backend developers, devops and product managers To facilitate communication between the
frontend team and external bioinformatics developers using our SDK, including documentation, conferences, and direct
communication. To manage project timelines, deliverables, and resources, ensuring milestones are met e ciently and e ectively. To
act as a liaison between the frontend team and other stakeholders to communicate project status, risks, and requirements e ectively.
to lead code reviews, maintain high coding standards, and introduce automated testing and quality assurance practices.

RequisitesRequisites

Quali cations Bachelor's or Master's Degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related eld. 10+ years of experience as a
Frontend Developer with at least 2 years in a leadership role. Excellent knowledge of TypeScript and JavaScript languages. Strong
expertise in modern frameworks (e.g., React, Angular, Vue.js) and pro ciency in HTML5, CSS3, and responsive design. Experience
integrating frontend components with complex backend systems. Excellent problem-solving, leadership, and communication skills.
Experience in the bioinformatics field is a plus, but not required.

BenefitsBenefits

What We O er: A chance to be part of a groundbreaking platform that is changing the landscape of genomic research. A supportive
and collaborative work environment where your contributions are valued and celebrated. Opportunities for personal and professional
growth, with access to resources and training to advance your skills.. Competitive salary, comprehensive bene ts, and exible working
arrangements.


